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Introduction
My name is Harry T. Morris I am twenty years old and a recent graduate of
West Dean College of Arts and Conservation. I studied Historic Craft
Practises - Furniture making for two years. I specialise in traditional
furniture making, I have a keen interest in pre-industrial woodworking tools
and techniques, and also in traditional craft in general. I work for my own
company making furniture, in the future I aspire to make an impact in the
fields of traditional craft (especially woodworking) and restoration to
emphasise the importance of heritage craft and objects, and the ethos of
working for the right reasons. While planning this study trip I found out
about the Zibby Garnett Travel Fellowship through my tutor at West Dean
College.

During my time at West Dean I began my research into Japanese craft
discipline and aesthetics - this quickly lead to what would be and ongoing
project, developing a collection of furniture in line with this research. It was
during an exhibition of this collection (at the time six pieces) that I would
first start to plan traveling to Japan to continue my research.
I wanted to travel through out Japan meeting as many traditional
craftspeople as I could, learning practical skills as well as learning about the
philosophy behind the craft. After beginning to plan this trip (which I found
very difficult, I wanted to meet people - not companies) I found out about
Suikoushya International Craft School in Kyoto. I applied and was accepted
to participate in a one month intensive introduction into Japanese wood
working tools and carpentry.
Thanks to a friend and fellow student of mine at West Dean I was asked to
be artist in resistance at the Bower re-use and repair center in Sydney, where
I would spend two months working on a project of my design.
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Fig 1: Map of Japan just prior to departure

I wanted to further my research into traditional craft and develop my
practical skills in woodworking and teaching.
After many months of planning I settled on this rough itinerary:

- Suikoushya International Craft School - Kyoto, Japan
- 3rd August - 1st September
- Travel throughout Japan meeting as many craftspeople as possible
- 1st September - 16th October
- Artist in Residence at The Bower - Sydney, Australia
- 16th October - 16th December

I was fortunate to receive a grant of £2000 from The Zibby Garnett Travel
Fellowship. I raised the additional funds (Fig 2) with one other education
grant and personal savings.
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Fig 2: Budget Spreadsheet

The Trip
Kyoto
I thoroughly documented every aspect of this trip - with a emphasis on
learning points (often philosophical) - my passion lies in the importance of
heritage craft and craft discipline. I want to do my best to be an advocate for
these passions of mine, I feel the best way to do this is to talk about it,
discuss the interesting things and the things that I believe to be important
with as many people as possible. While away I did this via a detailed
photographic blog in the form of my company Instagram - I will reference
my writing on this blog throughout this report.

After arriving in Kyoto and finding my apartment I was ready to begin my
course the next day where I would meet my Sensei.
‘Takami Kawai San (Fig 3), our tutor for the next month. He has been a
carpenter for eighteen years and specialises in domestic architectural
joinery. Takami and colleague (and translator) Dylan, gave us an
introduction to themselves, the workshop and traditional Japanese
woodworking tools.’
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‘Then taking us to local tool shops and finally to see a blacksmith, Imai
Kenji who hand forges nomi(chisels) and kanna(plane blades) and knives but more on him (and purchases) in upcoming posts.’

Fig 3: Takami Kawai in Workshop

Fig 4: Takami Kawai Sharpening Demonstration
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One the second day of the course, after introductions were complete, we got
into sharpening, which became one of the recurring themes and main
focusses of the course.
‘Today was a day of learning discipline which I was fairly confident I
already had - how wrong I was. This is exactly the reason for doing this
course at Suikoushya. Finding out more about the motives behind the
choices made in Japanese carpentry. Takami (Fig 4)(our tutor) explained the
philosophy of putting your heart and time into something, like caring for
your tools, and how is shows in the final work. I have already seen a change
in my mindset towards the work.’

Fig 5: Imai Kenji in his home in Kyoto

A large part of the month long course was the external visits that Takami
(tutor) and Dylan (translator) organised, the first of which (as mentioned)
was to a local master blacksmith.
‘Imai Kenji (Fig 5), a blacksmith still forging chisels and knives in the
traditional manner in the center of Kyoto. I was lucky enough to visit his
home where he holds his stock of nomi (chisels).’
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‘Kenji, his son and grand daughter greeted us with cold drinks and smiling
faces. After purchasing a stunning Tsukinomi, he gifted Shane and I pairs of
Japanese thread snips. Such welcoming and generous people - I only hope I
came across grateful and respectful, as neither of us spoke a word of each
other language.’
After purchasing a chisel which all of a sudden felt as if it were a prize
possession, we got back to learning the process of sharpening and tool care.
‘Sharpening; the process that is so often neglected in woodworking. This is
the other extreme, I spent ten hours today sharpening a chisel (that I thought
was sharp). But a real eye opener to how tools should be treated and how
the mind can focus. Takami emphasises that someone who cares for their
tools properly and is passionate about the work will produce better work.
Insight and philosophy that makes me feel that my time here in Japan will
make me a better maker, teacher and person.’
Following learning to sharpen and care for the chisels we had acquired we
moved onto focus on the kanna, the Japanese plane. ‘Today I took a shaving
with my kanna that I spent all of yesterday tuning. This morning I learnt to
adjust the blade - amazing fine adjustments with seemingly basic tools. To
see Takami’s (my teacher) relationship with his tools is incredible,
something that takes me - as a beginner - twenty minutes he can do in a few
taps of a hammer. That comfort and familiarisation with tools is crucial,
having the discipline to take time to care for them helps me to become more
and more comfortable with them.’
This comfort and familiarisation with tools is something that is very
important to me, and to see it as such a crucial part of Takami’s work in
Japan reinforced it’s value in woodworking. The kanna is one of the few
Japanese woodworking tools I had not used before going to Japan, it is a
simple looking tool which takes such a depth of understanding to use
effectively - I felt honoured to have the time and knowledge accessible to
me to really learn it.
‘A tool and technique completely new to me since coming to Japan. I have
always wanted a kanna, but didn’t really want to delve into that world
without understanding the set up.’
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‘Learning the tuning and set up is just one part, the other part is training
your eye to see tiny changes in blade positioning and training your mind to
maintain focus when using the tool.’
Although working long and very hot seven days a week in the small
workshop I did find some time to visit the historic parts of Kyoto including
some stunning temples and shrines.

Fig 6: Kiyomizu-dera temple in Kyoto

‘Such graceful lines, the sun getting low and giving this vermillion shade a
golden hue. A fantastic day visiting Kiyomizu-dera temple (Fig 6),
breathtaking because of the views and the stairs to get there.’
After the first week learning tool care and maintenance we started our first
project. ‘First completed project (Fig 7) at Suikoushya woodworking school
here in Kyoto. A small box for my fine sharping stone. Made with wedged
through tenons and dados. A basic set up on the workbench was the biggest
challenge here. Learning to work with no vice. Although some of the
cleanest joints I have ever cut - I’m learning great patience for doing things
right!’
I was ‘coming to realise even more the value of the familiarity condition of
the tools. The purpose of these projects is not so much to make a perfect
piece, but to become comfortable with the tools and timber.’
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Fig 7: Sharpening stone box

‘On top of that - for me - it’s getting used to the working without a vice, and
using a block to pair joints. Making for very neat, precise work. My
dimension of passable error is getting smaller and smaller. Thank you
Suikoushya for a wonderful first week and a little bit, excited for what is to
come’

Following the sharpening stone box the next project was to design and make
a tool box to hold to the tools we had learnt to use.
‘I chose to cut fine, half blind dovetails for the corners of this box - far from
traditional for these tool boxes, but dovetails are something I am
comfortable with at home, on my bench with my tools. To cut them with
very limited workshop commodities and in a very challenging timber was a
great challenge. I took my time and they are some of the tightest I’ve ever
cut - thanks to my new learned skills here at Suikoushya. The lid batons
have tiny sliding dovetails too, which make sense for the seasonal
movement of the board.’

I made a visit to the Imperial Palace one weekend, I was excited to see some
of the architectural components I had been learning about at Suikoushya.
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Fig 8: Shoji Screens in The Imperial Palace, Kyoto

‘One of my favourite things about visiting the Imperial Palace and other
historic buildings here in Japan is seeing the traditional Shoji screens (Fig 8).
Made with washi paper pasted onto delicate wooden frames, this sliding
doors diffuse light into the room. One thing I have loved seeing is the
repairs, rips and holes are easily patched, some more discrete than others.
This screens features a set back panel, functioning as a handle.’

Fig 9: Imai Kenji’s son forging my chisel.

The following Monday we visited Imai Kenji in his forge, the blacksmith
who we had visited earlier in the course in his home in Kyoto.
‘After a beautiful, winding drive through the mountains North of Kyoto - we
arrived in the forge where we found Kenji and his son. I took my chisel with
me and asked if they could put a small bend in it, they did (Fig 9) and then
showed me to their lovely natural sharpening stones upstairs.
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The family (for generations) had forged traditional Katana swords in this
workshop, Kenji’s son talked us through the complicated making process.
Amazing experience.’

Fig 10: Imai Kenji’s natural sharpening stones

Imai Kenji showed showed me his sharpening process, I spent a few
minutes practising this on his stones (Fig 10) in the room above the forge.

Fig 11: Fitting some practise joinery.

Getting back to the workshop we progressed through a series of practise
joinery, increasing in difficulty.
(Fig 11) It

was nice to be working on big joinery that I was not used to, to a

level of precision and perfection I had not worked to before.
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Fig 12: Takami Kawai demonstrating dai making

Over the following few days we went over the process of making a Japanese
plane body. A Japanese plane is much simpler in number of components
than a Western plane, usually only consisting of two parts - the wedged
shaped blade - and the wooden body.
‘Over the last two days I have made a kanna dai (plane body). This is a
process I have been very keen to learn more about. So much of it looks
simple and imprecise, but it’s an amazing exercises in accuracy and
adjustment. You must completely understand how the plane works in order
to make the adjustments required to yield a fine shaving. This plane and
blade needs a little more work but I am very pleased the result.’
‘While finishing off sharpening my kanna blade, Takami san started and
finished what we have spent the last two days doing. He made a kanna dai
in three hours (Fig 12), and took perfectly fine shavings; just amazing to
watch him work. Years of getting to know timber and his tools, knowing the
consequences of every one of his actions.
Just proving practise and repetition will no doubt make any process more
accurate and efficient. I aspire to reach this level of familiarity with such a
tool.’
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Fig 13: Kyoto from the top of Mt. Atago

Fig 14: Ari Tsugi joint process

‘Ari Tsugi joint (Fig 14) completed today. Reasonably happy with the result
and the time it took. The main learning point from this one is obvious on
close inspection: two saw cuts that just dip below my line by a millimetre.
This is a mistake that shows not a lack of skill or understanding but a lack of
knowledge of one’s self. Such a simple error, but all it takes is a very short
momentary lapse of focus.
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In this case, I was tired and my body in a lot of pain. This is when I should
take a break, not make anymore cuts. I find time and time again it is not
worth it if my mind or body is not entirely in the right place. One day I will
learn from these experiences.’

Fig 15: Ari Tsugite male component

‘Ari Tsugite joint (Fig 15) was my task today, often used to join foundation
beams end on end. The way a architectural carpenter (let alone a Japanese
carpenter) works is very different from a furniture maker. A carpenter will
usually not have the luxury of being able to test fit joinery as a furniture
maker can - because of the size of the timber components. Also when a team
of carpenters are working on a structure two different people may cut two
halves of the same joint! Meaning no room for adjusting one side to match
the other side’s errors. The markings have to be so precise. Checking
surfaces also, every surface has to be dead flat and square. If everything is
true and to the lines, there is no need to test - it will fit, and hold hundreds of
years.’
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Fig 15a: Takami Kawai marking out joinery

‘Second to last day in the workshop at Suikoushya today. I decided to take
on a difficult dovetail joint, Takami talked us through marking it out (Fig
15a).

His marking out techniques (that of a Japanese carpenter) are very

interesting. Because of the scale of the timber no faces or edges are trusted
as reference, instead a central reference line is marked. Also, I have a great
appreciation for the pencil behind the ear (and pencils in general).’
‘And that concludes my time at Suikoushya. So many lessons learnt. I went
with the idea to not only learn hand skills, but to learn about the philosophy
of the craft and discipline. This month has taught me patience, focus, control
- as well as learning to use Japanese tools efficiently and how to care for
them. Hearing Takami talk about his thoughts on wood working will stay
with me.
He doesn’t feel a duty to teach historic craft, or that he is doing the craft a
service; but does it because he loves it, he enjoys every minute of work. He
decided at the age of nine when visiting his great grandfather’s house that he
wanted to be a carpenter. He feels he has achieved that dream, and our
conversations will definitely help me achieve mine. Thank you Takami and
Dylan Iwakuni, what you are doing at Suikoushya is something very special.
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Fig 16: Graduation ceremony with Takami Kawai

Takami was saying (Fig 16) I was the youngest student they have had, and
that he wishes he was at my skill level when he was my age. Then
proceeding to say I am the only student to ever have to borrow a hammer!’

Karamatsu Farms
Following my thirty days in Kyoto, I traveled to a small town one hour West
of Tokyo called Fujino. Here I would meet Byron on his farm - Karamatsu
farms.
‘This is the house (Fig 17) I will be helping construct over the next seven
days. A stunning position with a view of this lovely valley.

Fig 17: Karamatsu farms and the house under construction
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Byron and his family are farming on the slope in front of the house. This
house is designed in the traditional Japanese way with big round beams
inside and bamboo latticework that will be covered with clay and straw to
form the walls. Byron has less carpentry experience than I do so the process
is not quite traditional, but good fun nonetheless. The scaffolding has no
ladders, so it just a case of climbing with nail guns. The scaffolding
greenhouse looking building (Fig 18) is where I am sleeping, this is the pipe
house.’

Fig 18: The inside of the Pipe House

Fuji - Kawaguchiko
Although not quite the experience I was looking for, my time at Karamatsu
farms was good fun and a great learning experience. Something that was out
of my comfort zone but not the kind of practical research I was looking for.
This lead me to move onto my next location, Kawaguchiko (a town on one
of Mt. Fuji’s five great lakes) where I met Tak Yoshino. I offered to help Tak
out with whatever he needed, he was constructing a new workshop on his
plot of forestry with all of his own felled timber.

‘Yoshino san specialises in chairs made to encourage good posture. He
leaves most surfaces straight from the plane - the textures are beautiful!
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He has hundreds of tiny kanna (Japanese plane) that he uses to carve the
chairs. This is me and Takuya Aoki (Fig 19), Tak’s employee. We finished
early today so he offered to help me out setting my planes up!
Such a wonderful help! He couldn’t believe my age when I showed him my
work and company, I feel very fortunate to be to be where I am so young.’

Fig 19: Takuya and I tuning kanna in Tak’s Workshop

One weekend while living with Tak and his family he suggested we go to
the next lake and village to meet with an old friend of his Amemiya
Kunihiro - little did I know this was to be the start of a great relationship.
‘In 2017 Taiwan’s National museum of Prehistory and Japan’s National
museum of science cooperated to recreate the journey that may have been
traveled 30,000 years ago between Taiwan and Okinawa, Japan in a wooden
canoe. The dug out canoe was made with the tools and technology used at
the time, stone tools... by this man (Fig 20), Amemiya Kunihiro. The canoe
was constructed in Japan with Japanese cedar and only Palaeolithic tools. I
was lucky enough to meet the man responsible for making the canoe, also
had a go in another small one he has made! A double rainbow, beautiful
sunset, beer and fire concluded our time at the lake. Thank you so much Tak
Yoshino for letting me be part of the family!’
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Fig 20: Amemiya Kunihiro watching Tak and I in his canoe

Another afternoon in the workshop with Takuya, I made ‘My first Nankin
Kanna (Fig 21), a Japanese spokeshave. I used an old Japanese blade which I
was gifted, the blade was chambered at the edge as it was used in a kanna
like a moulding plane before, I flattened and sharpened it. This process was
similar to making the dai (body) of a normal kanna, very precise
adjustments. I am pleased with how this turned out, definitely beginning to
understand these tools better. Making your own tools is so valuable for
building the relationship with the tools - that inevitably leads to better work.
The bottom of the spoke shave has a six hundred mm radius, great for gentle
carving!’

Fig 21: My nankin kanna
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‘I had the chance to observe Tak (Fig 22) working on one of his chairs today.
I watched him use his beautiful small kanna with brass mouths for finishing
surfaces. Most surfaces of these chairs never see sand paper, but are finished
straight from a blade. This leaves a very subtly scalloped or faceted surface,
not instantly noticeable but feels truly hand crafted to the touch - something
a machine will never achieve. This requires not only the correct tool but an
absolute understanding of how to adjust the tool. For most curves Tak has
three kanna, with varying mouth width for taking finer and finer cuts and
leaving a cleaner and cleaner surface. This chair will then be finished with
urushi lacquer.’

Fig 22: Tak Yoshino in his workshop working on a chair

‘A day milling Japanese pine trees (Fig 24). These trees had to be felled
before the recent typhoon as there was a big risk they would fall on the
mountain lodge. Milling these beautiful trees into timber really made me
think about the materials we use. So often we do not consider anything
about our materials before they are made into a useful shape, square edge
boards.
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As craftsman we must not forget to connect the timber to the tree,
remember and appreciate the forest. Knowing the origin of the materials we
use is so important for meaningful work, and one way to add value to hand
crafted pieces against the mass produced.’

Fig 23: Tak Yoshino and friend preparing logs for milling

Fig 24: Milling Japanese pine
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Fig 25: Tsuchida San in his tool store

I took brief weekend away from Tak’s house to go to Tokyo to visit an
exhibition of Tak’s master’s work. Suda Kenji - who trained Tak - is a living
national treasure, he specialises in small boxes, some of which where on
show at the exhibition in Tokyo.
I also visited a tool store, on Tak’s recommendation. I went to see ‘Tsuchida
San in his tool store in Tokyo (Fig 25). Unlike some of the other tool shops I
have been to in Japan, this shop is in no way catered for the non Japanese
speaker, or the amateur wood worker. You enter the shop and there is space
for only person to sit on the small stall and talk to Tsuchida San over the
desk. You have to ask to be shown any tools, none are on display. He was
clearly hesitant initially to show me tools, dealing with only highly regarded
blacksmiths, he is concerned for the care of the tools after sale. Tak advised
me to take some tools with me. The man in the shop examined them closely
and was excited to see them. After a bit of a tense moment he said, “Sugoi,
excellent sharpening” this filled me with pride in my tools and work. I
purchased a small plane blade and walked out smiling.’
I then returned to Tak and his family to continue work.
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Fig 26: Amemiya Kunihiro

‘Amemiya Kunihiro (Fig 26). One of the most interesting and smiley people I
have ever met. The same man that made the dug out wooden canoe in one of
my previous posts. He invited Takuya and I to visit him at his home near
Kofu, Yamanashi. Amemiya worked as a carpenter, he was a shrine
carpenter apprentice. He found himself unhappy pulling down and building
new things - he saw too much waste and did not feel it was the right thing to
be doing. He strived to find more meaning to his work and less wastage. He
cut out the use power tools, and built his own house at the age of twenty
four. Then worked as a traditional carpenter. Since the dug out canoe project
with Japan’s national museum using tools available to the Palaeolithic man
Amemiya has decided to only use stone tools, and live almost as man would
have 30,000 years ago. The rock he is holding (Fig 26)
represents what he believes in. He believes in nature and the natural world,
and how important it is for us to appreciate and care for it. This goes hand in
hand with his care for preserving historic knowledge that has almost been
let to leek out of society.’
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Fig 27: Amemiya’s Jomon house

Fig 28: Amemiya cooking Yakisoba over fire

Amemiya was kind enough to gift me many of his carpenter’s tools,
stunning kanna blades and knives; forged by famous blacksmiths - as he no
longer has use for them. He was excited to see a young man passionate and
excited to learn, he invited me to stay and work with him.
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‘Staying with Kunihiro san in a Jōmon period house (Fig 27) for the last few
days has been quite an experience. Communication is not so easy, but
Kunihiro’s friend said “you and Kunihiro san clearly have a good
relationship”… “you understand each other, true communication does not
need words”. Kunihiro has been teaching me appreciation for nature; his
love for the natural world is inspiring. And showing me his stone
woodworking tools of course. . .’
This time with Amemiya was one that will stay with me forever, I stayed
four nights in the mud house. Such an inspiration man, so happy and clearly
passionate for his craft. Amemiya is a very famous carpenter in Japan and it
is no less than an honour to have spent this time with him.

Fig 29: Tamaville

Before parting ways with Amemiya we made ‘a visit to Tamaville (Fig 29). In
Koshu city in Yamanashi prefecture mountains. This is the place where
Amemiya San was born, he brought me here to show me these two
buildings and meet his friends who are running the guest house. Tamaville is
less that one thousand meters from the source of the Tama river, the river
that supplies Tokyo. Fresh running water is a wonderful asset. The two
buildings, in the foreground a traditional Japanese construction, the
background, a traditional German framed structure. These were part of a
project Amemiya San hosted in 2010.’
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Twenty six European carpenters, from Germany, England, Belgian, Sweden
and Austria joined thirty Japanese carpenters. The buildings were
constructed without the use of any electricity. Amemiya organised this to
‘help revive traditional building skills’. He mentions getting to know the
‘character of the tree’ by using hand tools - something I am very interested
in a will discuss more soon. I wish I could be there when the fifty+
carpenters from all over the world worked together to complete this project.
You can feel the spirit and community of this place. In the beam in the
German structure, is a sentence carved in German - translating to “Beauty is
where the old remains and new things happen” I was delighted to be offered
a spot to build my own hut in years to come! Thank you Tamart and Partner
for being so welcoming and preparing amazing home grown vegan food.

Fig 30: Traditonal Katana blacksmith

Before returning to Tak’s house ‘I visited a blacksmith in the mountains of
the Yamanashi prefecture. He is none of two hundred blacksmiths to hold a
license to make Katana swords and one of about twenty practicing Katana
making in Japan. He works in a very traditional manner. He uses only steel
he has collected and extracted from iron rich sand. Fantastic to see his
workshop and his work, holding a katana gave both Takuya and I goose
bumps, something about the weight and presence of a object so finely
crafted and clearly so lethal.’
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Fig 31: Dovetailed Kayaki Tray

‘A little tray made (Fig 31) in beautiful Keyaki wood. I made this tray last
week when I had a free morning and an evening - as a thank you gift for the
Yoshino family I have been staying with in Kawaguchiko. They have been
so kind to me and made me feel very much at home - thank you Tak and
Junko. Couldn’t be much simpler in design, half blind tiny dovetails and a
bevelled base that sits in a groove. With something this simple the
proportions and execution of the joinery becomes crucial - there is no
decoration to hide behind. This was a great chance to start to get to know
my new Kannas (Japanese Planes), a journey of which I am at the very
beginning.’

Fig 32: Tak, his family and I
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‘The Yoshino family (Fig 32). From left to right: Anna, Tak, (Tak’s friend),
Me, (Tak’s friend), Kai, Junko. What a lovely family to be apart of for the
last two weeks. A series of fortunate events lead me to ending up meeting
Tak and his family. Tak has a fantastic network of contacts, so I found
myself meeting some amazing people because of him. Exactly the idea of
my trip, to meet as many interesting crafts people as I can - discuss what is
important to them and how they feel about the historic craft situation. Tak is
a exceptional craftsman and a very kind person - his plans for the future are
very much inline with my beliefs in teaching traditional craft and
sustainability. Thank you Junko for amazing cooking and making me feel so
comfortable in your beautiful home. It was great to meet your very talented
children, I look forward to seeing what they will achieve in the future!
These opportunities are lucky, but Junko said it’s not just luck, it’s my
passion, character and smile that’s opens these opportunities - such kind
words! A sad goodbye, but I look forward to the idea of working here in the
future.’
Following my time with Tak and his family I had exhausted my the list of
contacts I had made for crafts people to visit, so I decided to just travel to
towns famous for traditional craft and see who I could meet.

Nagano

Fig 33: A soba chef in Nagano
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‘A soba chef in Nagano city near Zenkōji temple (Fig 33). Soba is a type of
noodle made with buckwheat flour. I was walking past and noticed this man
rolling a huge sheet of dough on a beautiful wooden surface with a long
rolling pin. I was fascinated by his efficiency and clear understanding of
how the dough moves - almost as a blacksmith moves their metal.’

Fig 34: Ikuko Kagi at her loom

‘This is Ikuko Kagi (Fig 34), a wonderful lady I met by chance this morning.
I was walking and spotted a weaving loom in the front of the shop so went
to have a look. Ikuko and I chatted for ages about craft and the importance
of repair! Her shop is filled with furniture she salvaged, that was going to be
thrown away! Ikuko started weaving when she was sixty and now has had
the shop open for eight years. Goes to show you do not have to be young to
learn a new craft! I asked how and when she learnt to weave, “everyday I
learn” was her response. She was kind enough to show me how to weave a
simple small section of fabric - a fantastic and smiley chance encounter!’
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Kanazawa

Fig 35: Seppou Iida in his potter studio

‘Seppou Iida (Fig 35), founder of Hokutoh pottery studio. After training in
Japanese floral design Iida decided to leave his home town and pursue a
career in pottery. He founded Hokutoh pottery studio in 1974. I has walking
around a beautiful Japanese garden and noticed an old house buried in the
trees and moss, next to a pond. I looked in the window and saw a display of
stunning ceramics. I hung around until the door opened, this is when I met
Iida. His work is beautiful, but the thing that was most inspiring to me was
the classes he was teaching. He has about 8 students, working on short
projects or returning frequently to work on longer term projects. The
workshop was full and bustling, a lovely learning environment. Filled me
with a little hope for traditional craft to see this workshop so busy with
excited people! I only wish I had time to take a class! + Seppou Iida is 78,
still excited about his craft. “The palm of your hand and the earth are
friends”’
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Bizen
After a breif visit to the incredible Takenaka Carpentry tool museum in
Kobe I headed for Hiroshima, en route I stopped in Bizen, an ancient pottery
village.

Fig 36: Kimura Bifu at his wheel

‘I was fortunate to meet Kimura Bifu (Fig 36), a 10th generation potter in
Bizen who has been at the head of Kibido company since 1971. Only six
family names were authorised to have practicing master craftsmen making
Bizen ceramic ware in the early 1600s, Kimura is one of those names. I was
lucky enough to be shown around the kiln and the workshop, where I met
Bifu Kimura’s daughter and son in law. The kiln is a four chamber climbing
kiln and is fired only once a year. The firing takes two weeks and holds over
three thousand pieces. Bizen ceramics are made from clay gathered from the
local rice paddies. The clay is let to rest before it is crafted into the pots. The
pots are left with no glaze, the colours and patterns form with ashes falling
on the surface. Only local red pine is used to fuel the kilns - the type of
wood, airflow and temperature are all factors that contribute to the colour
and patterns.’
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Takamatsu
Following my time in Hirsoshima a quick visit down south to Oita to watch
a Wales world cup rugby match then I headed to Takamatsu, which would
be my last stop before going back to Tokyo to fly out of Japan.
‘I had the chance to visit the Nakashima memorial gallery in Takamatsu a
few days ago. Nakashima was a designer, architect, furniture maker,
philosopher, self proclaimed Druid and many other things. He was born in
Washington in 1905 to Japanese parents and spent most of his life is the US,
but also working in India and Japan. Nakashima has been a big inspiration
for my work. Not only in design, but also in his philosophy of work. He
cared for the tree, and saw making furniture as giving a fallen tree a ‘second
life’. Nakashima is someone I have researched and written about previously,
so to see his work in person was incredible. If you have a chance read his
book ‘The Soul Of A Tree’ - an insight into his philosophy and beliefs, and
also great information about his life and work. I couldn’t quite believe I was
seeing these pieces that had inspired my work for the last few years in
person, next is go to New hope, Pensilvania - to see his home and
workshop!’

Fig 37: International Departures
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Sydney
The Bower
I flew to Sydney from Tokyo to meet up with my fellow student of West
Dean - Shane - he introduced me to The Bower’s workshop, gave me a key
and a pile of timber. I spent two months in this workshop.
‘After settling in to my workshop for the next for few weeks, I started doing
some scribbles (Fig 38). The plan is to make a piece or two while here at The
Bower - reuse & repair center. The piece will be made to tell a story, to
promote traditional woodworking and the use of reclaimed materials. I will
be using exclusively old materials donated to the Bower repair workshop.
The piece will not only show that quality furniture can be produced with
reclaimed materials but also that these kind of projects are accessible, with a
bit of practice - anyone can make great things with simple tools and
materials at home.’

Fig 38: Tool box and sketches
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Fig 39: Carcass assembled

‘With the carcass assembled (Fig 39). I am now moving onto making the
sliding doors. This piece is an exciting culmination of the last few years of
my journey into heritage craft and woodworking. This passion is now being
combined with ideas of sustainability and waste reduction at The Bower.
Looking into publicity for this project to show the value of reclaimed timber
and ideas of reuse and heritage craft. First article published online at The
Australian Wood Review Website.’

One of my favourite parts of my time at The Bower was teaching. With
Shane I was able to teach a few classes. I taught the basic woodworking
classes (Fig 40) in The Bower as part of Sydney community college. I really
enjoyed to teach the things I was so passionate about. To see students
engaged and excited to learn is so valuable to me.
I also had a chance to be a part of teaching the home DIY two day course
and the two day introduction to furniture restoration.
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Fig 40: Teaching Sharping to basic woodworking class

Fig 41: Hiroshi Yamaguchi with his Wagabon Trays
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I was lucky to be introduced to Hiroshi Yamaguchi while I was in Japan, by
Tak Yoshino. Hiroshi is a furniture maker and a teacher.
‘It has been a lovely weekend visiting Hiroshi in Canberra. We had a day of
visiting woodworkers yesterday, and a day of visiting trees today. Hiroshi
studied forestry at Hokkaido university and taught at Gifu Academy of
forest science and culture for ten years. Fantastic to talk about trees and
Hiroshi’s approach to woodworking and teaching.’
‘These trays (Fig 41) are not only beautiful in aesthetic and technique but also
have a wonderful history. The pre Edo village of Wagatani’s majority of
inhabitants were woodworkers, mainly making shingles. In the late 19th
century a woodworker Nakasuji Tasuke made a tray out of an offcut from
the roofing shingles. Usually chestnut, which was abundant locally. In 1963
Kuroda Tatsuaki - a wood and urushi artist - was a collector of these trays.
He decided to make efforts to spread the word and story about these trays
that had not before traveled far from Wagata - suggesting they were traded
for foods and services locally. This beautifully functional and primitive
green wood carved tray is now being taught by few people, including
Hiroshi San - who learnt from Shinichi Moriguchi in Japan. This story is a
amazing example to preserve a process and style which was very almost
lost.’

Fig 42: Finishing the French polish on my side board
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After returning to Sydney from my visit with Hiroshi I had a little time to
finish my side board before leaving Sydney. For the few weeks prior to this
we had been discussing what to do with the cabinet on completion. It was
never made to be commercial, it was made to tell a story and be a showcase
of the things I believe to be important. To have the maximum impact I
decided it was not the right thing to auction it off or give it away, I wanted it
on display in as high of a profile place as I could.

Bungendore
While in Canberra I had a meeting at Bungendore Gallery to discuss my
story and whether this piece was right for to be on display in their gallery.

‘After some early mornings and late nights in the workshop, the Fuzei 002/
side board is complete. In short - the idea of this piece is to highlight the
value of reclaimed (discarded) materials and hand skills. Made entirely with
timber donated to The Bower, coffee sacks I found on the road, hand planed
(kanna) surfaces and hand cut joinery - including the grooves for the sliding
doors and back. I am so excited to say I am on my way with the piece to
Bungendore gallery. It will live in one of the worlds fine art and wood
works Galleries, near Canberra.’

Fig 43: Delivery of the cabinet to Bungendore Gallery
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‘Such an amazing feeling the other day. Dropped my piece of to the lovely
people at Bungendore Gallery (Fig 43). This piece will be on display and for
sale at the front of the gallery, soon to have a short film playing above about
the making of too! An honour to be amongst Australia’s best furniture
makers. So pleased to have this project sit in a high profile place, it tells a
story that is very important and that I would love to have an impact on crafts
people’s approach to heritage craft and sustainability.’

Fig 44: A 2 week drive to Melbourne and back at the end of my trip with my brother

To have my piece is Bungendore Gallery was so much more than I could
have imagined concluding this trip. The final thing to do, to give my time in
Sydney and my piece of furniture the best chance of making the biggest
possible impact, was to show as many people as possible and start
conversions. Not only was this achieved with my photographic blog but also
I had three online articles published during the making process as well as an
eight page article published in print in the Australian Wood Review (Fig 45).
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Fig 45: Front page of article published in Australian Wood Review
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